40 Sites in 40 Minutes

Geoff Sharp
Mediation Marketing

1. Mediator Tech
   Marketing, Managing and Making Mediation Your Day Job

2. Mediation Mensch
   Launching a mediation practice can be lonely and confusing. Mediation Mensch shares useful information, easy to use strategies and a few wild ideas so mediators can build thriving practices together.

3. ADRPracticeBuilder
   Helping mediators in private practice who want to be richly rewarded in heart, mind and wallet

4. Mediation Marketing Tips
   Build the Mediation/ADR practice of your dreams… get the tools, tips and inspiration you need to succeed

5. Golden Media
   Aside from being professional marketers, the team at GM are trained in arbitration and mediation. This unique approach to marketing ADR provides a distinct advantage for GM’s clients.

6. Passion, People and Principles
   Professional business, Professional Life

Sight & Sound

7. Mediation vBlog Project
   A mediation genome project by video blog

8. Negotiation Tip of the Week
   The Otter Group's web log for Dr. Josh Weiss’s Negotiating Tip of the Week podcast
9. Mediation.Com Video Centre
Unique audio and video resources

10. Conflict Learning Audio
An audio blog by Bill Warters on conflict resolution, learning objects and information technology.

11. PONcast
Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School podcasts (launched August ’07)

12. PON Webcasts
Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School videos

Interesting Mediation Blogs & Web Sites

13. The Online Guide to Mediation
An award-winning ADR blog that offers information, news, and commentary (not to mention the occasional offbeat story) on mediation, negotiation, law, and conflict management

14. mediator blah…blah…
An overly opinionated mediation resource…

15. Settle It Now Negotiation Blog
Everything you wanted to know about negotiation

16. Mediators Without Borders
Ken Cloke and Bob Creo’s non-profit provider of pro bono conflict resolution capacity building within post-conflict communities

17. Mediation World
The UK Government’s global mediation resource for governments, courts, businesses, lawyers and NGOs (launched August ’07)

18. The Third Side
From the Global Negotiation Project at Harvard University

19. Tammy Lenski
Conflict coaching and resolution for the workplace

20. CKA Mediation and Arbitration Blog
Musings about mediation, arbitration, alternative dispute resolution and recent developments in the law

21. The IP ADR Blog
Resolving intellectual property disputes by ADR

22. Gini Nelson’s Engaging Conflicts
Engaging minds to meet at the crossroads of science, ethics, and spirit in a high conflict practice
Mediation Friendly Law Sites

23. InsideoutLegal
Knowledge from NZ’s leading lawyers streaming into and out of a single site

24. Blawg Review
Blawg Review is the blog carnival for everyone interested in law

25. Human Law Mediation
UK mediation solutions

26. The Divorce Law Journal
Divorce and family law information for professionals in Kentucky and beyond

27. What About Clients?
News and ideas on clients, business and law around the globe.

28. idealawg
Stephanie West Allen’s law blog

Old Favourites & Must Reads

29. Harvard Law School’s Program on Negotiation
A university consortium dedicated to developing the theory and practice of negotiation and dispute resolution

1. PON Webcasts (video)

2. PONcast (have a recent article from the Negotiation newsletter read to you)

3. An Intern’s Life at PON (blog)

4. Sample article from the September ‘07 issue of the Negotiation Newsletter

5. Negotiations Research Network (online working papers)

6. PON Negotiation Journal (some old articles)

7. Negotiation Pedagogy Online Forum

8. Max Bazerman of PON;
   - working papers
   - article requests
   - book chapter requests
   - 'Working Knowledge’ articles

9. Robert Mnookin of PON;
   - featured articles
   - webcasts
   - writing

30. Bond University Dispute Resolution Centre
The most informative skills newsletter out there from 1999 to date

   - Dispute Resolution Centre Newsletter
31. **ADR Resources**
   'The ADR Resources site'

32. **Mediate.com**
Mediation Information and Resource Centre, where mediators, mediation organisations and the public meet
   - Featured blogs
   - Videos
   - Articles
   - Mediation News for the 21st Century

**Online Dispute Resolution**

33. **Colin Rule's Blog**
Colin Rule, a pioneer in online dispute resolution, blogs at the Stanford Law School Center for Internet and Society

34. **odr.info**
Center for Information Technology and Dispute Resolution at the University of Massachusetts

35. **Campus – ADR Tech Tools**
Tools and tips for conflict resolution academics who like technology

36. **The Mediation Room**
   ... technology for dispute resolution

37. **ICT4Peace**
Exploring the use of information communications technology for conflict transformation Mediation Technology

38. **ScanR**
Use your camera phone to capture the whiteboard then email the parties a readable .pdf file

39. **Bloglines**
If you want to subscribe to your favourite web resources you need this little RSS feed reader

40. **Skype video**
   + talk and write extra
   + whiteboard extra
   + 50+ Enhancements for Skype

[Plus] **Mediator Tech**
Marketing, Managing and Making Mediation Your Day Job

**Mediation Friendly Psych Site**

40. **Brains on Purpose**
Neuroscience and conflict resolution

**ADR Bibliography**

40. **Peacemakers Trust**
Conflict Transformation and Peacebuilding: A Selected Bibliography